Kerry Tribe

Subterfuge and suspicion are intertwined in Kerry Tribe's black-and-white film installation Untitled (Potential Terrorist), a response to the post-9/11 profiling of possible terrorists. The silent 16-millimeter film runs continuously in a spare white room, showing a series of one-minute screen tests by 29 Californians who posed as terrorists. They'd answered an ad Tribe ran in December 2001 seeking actors for "an untitled silent 16mm experimental film for UCLA." The only requirement: "Must look like a terrorist." Tribe, who modeled her project on screen tests done by Andy Warhol, did no background checks on and makes no claims about the lineup of 28 men and one woman who stare into the camera—some impassively, others ominously. She says one ruggedly handsome man identified himself as a former U.S. Navy SEAL. The film is disconcertingly ambiguous. It's disarming because we assume these people are just regular folks—one guy keeps breaking into a grin, and a bearded man wears a baseball cap that says Alaska, Keep on Hoof N. But it's unnerving because these individuals are projecting stereotypes of terrorists while inviting us to project ours on them. We're also aware that we can't really tell who they are—which tells us how corrosive the suspicion now circulating in our country is. Bodybuilder and Sportsman Gallery, 119 N. Peoria, through April 26. Hours are 11 to 6 Tuesday through Saturday; 312-492-7261. —Bill Stamets